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1. WELCOME

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This detailed guide is designed for people who have been personally impacted by traffic
violence who want to become an FSS member, an “ambassador”, or join with others to form a
chapter of Families for Safe Streets.

This guide is also meant to support partnering organizations who are sponsoring or interested in
co-founding an FSS chapter in their community, as all of our chapters are embedded within local
organizations.

After using this guide, you will know the following:
● Our mission and core values
● Our philosophy for making change
● How to become a member, an ambassador, or start an official chapter
● The basics of running a chapter
● How to use our many toolkits to make streets safe

INTRODUCTION

Since our founding in 2014 in New York City, people across the country have reached out to
Families for Safe Streets (FSS) asking for assistance with getting involved in safe streets
advocacy, or forming an FSS chapter in their communities. We have created this guide to offer
help with that process, building upon our decade of experience in New York City and from the
successes and challenges of the chapters across the country.

Our theory of change is simple: FSS stories + compelling data + an energized advocate base
can change the way safe streets issues are addressed in towns and cities across the country.
We have seen it happen time and again and have developed a model to win change.

The FSS manual is intended for individuals and family members affected by traffic violence, as
well as staff at the partner organization as an FSS chapter gets off the ground. Rather than
starting new organizations, we require FSS chapters to form within an existing, street safety,
public health, or transportation advocacy organization. Local organizations fighting for safe
streets have much to gain from the moral authority FSS members bring to the issues. By
creating an FSS chapter, an advocacy organization may be able to move its advocacy forward
in ways that were not previously possible (see “The Power of Partnerships” for details).

This manual provides information on how an FSS member or chapter can elevate a local
advocacy organization’s efforts, details the FSS model, provides guidance on how to reach out
to people who have been personally impacted, gives step-by-step advice on launching and
operating your chapter, explains how to identify and implement an advocacy campaign, and
shares information on how to best support those who have been affected by traffic violence.
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We continuously update the manual so please share suggestions and resources if there’s
anything we missed.

2. MISSION, VISION & CORE VALUES

MISSION
Families for Safe Streets confronts the preventable epidemic of traffic violence by advocating for
life-saving changes and providing support to those who have been affected by this crisis. Our
victim/survivor-led movement fights to reduce to zero the number of people killed or seriously
injured in traffic crashes across the United States.

VISION
We envision a country where all road users – including those walking, biking, rolling, and in
vehicles – safely co-exist and where children and adults can travel freely without risk of harm.
We fight for a future where no loss of life in traffic crashes is tolerated. In order to make this
vision a reality, we intentionally seek to grow our movement so that we can effectively demand
legislative and policy change from our local, state, and federal leaders. Until this preventable
crisis ends, we seek to create a warm and welcoming community that provides mutual support so
that no one suffers alone.
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CORE VALUES
FSS’ core values inform all of our advocacy efforts:

Commitment to Data-Driven Goals & Systemic Change: Although the circumstances that
caused the crash that impacted our members may differ, we commit to work together on
issues that are proven to be the most effective at saving lives and reducing serious injuries
due to traffic violence. We use a data-driven approach and focus on the “upstream” policy
solutions that will have the greatest influence and achieve Vision Zero. Our campaigns are
grounded in advocating for the Safe System approach: safe speeds, safe roads, safe
vehicles, protecting vulnerable road users, and supporting victims of crashes.
Bold & Strategic Organizing Tactics: Our efforts are most effective when we engage in
strategic tactics and are unafraid to be bold because we have the moral authority to confront
the complacency about traffic violence. We seek not only to make change “inside” the
system through meetings with elected officials, government agency leadership, other
advocacy groups, and community partners, but also by pushing from the “outside” through
press conferences, rallies, public forums, and even direct action (e.g., civil disobedience,
boycotts). We prepare a detailed campaign plan when pressing for change and seek
guidance from campaign experts, including FSS-National.
Consistent Messaging: We recognize that while all of our stories are unique and provide
the power to make change, we must deliver a consistent message if we want to be
successful in our advocacy efforts. FSS-National as well as the sponsoring organization and
chapter’s leadership will create tools and provide resources so that all members can
respond effectively to the media, elected officials, and others. 
Inclusivity: We strive to represent the full scale and breadth of this crisis and recognize that
low-income individuals, people of color, children and seniors are disproportionately impacted
by traffic violence. We work hard to ensure that individuals from all racial, ethnic, religious,
and socio-economic backgrounds as well as people of all ages and abilities are involved.
We also believe it is important that people who lost loved ones as well as those who were
injured are represented.
Collaboration: We seek out mutually beneficial partnerships with other aligned
organizations and community-based groups to support us in this fight. While we know we
have the moral authority to demand change, we also understand that we need others to
stand with us if we are to be successful.
Clear & Effective Decision-Making: We acknowledge that as volunteers, we need formal
decision-making and organizational structures for FSS chapters. The exact nature of this
leadership structure may depend on the specific circumstances of each chapter. Regardless
of the exact nature of the local decision-making process, we seek to have input from
members as broadly as possible while still maintaining an effective decision-making
process.
Compassion & Understanding: We recognize that everyone comes to FSS as a result of
traumatic loss or injury. We commit to support one another and understand that we all bring
to this work a mix of anger, sadness, and an ability to participate that may ebb and flow as
we travel along our grief journey. We all strive to treat one another with respect, listen
attentively, and work to overcome any differences that may arise. We recognize that all loss
and injury is traumatic; none is more “worthy” of involvement than another.
Determination: When our actions are not successful, we refocus our energies so that we
achieve maximum effectiveness. Once we finally win, we take pride in and celebrate our
collective victories.
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3. WHY FAMILIES FOR SAFE STREETS?

THE PROBLEM

Each year over a million people are killed on roadways around the world. More than half of
those killed are the most vulnerable — they were walking, bicycling, or riding a motorcycle.

Traffic violence is a crisis in the United States: it is one of the top causes of death for people of
all ages, and a leading cause of death for children and adolescents. These numbers rival other
preventable public health crises like gun violence and the opioid crisis. After decades of a
decline in the number of people killed in crashes, the trend has taken an alarming turn with
significant increases or stagnation in change – despite the dramatic improvements in most other
high-income nations. Year after year, the United States routinely ranks as one of the most
dangerous compared to our peer nations.

Every day, approximately 120 people are killed on US roadways, and many thousands
suffer life-altering injuries.1 The numbers are horrific, and every crash leaves multiple family
members and friends affected and, in many cases, traumatized.

THE PROVEN SOLUTION

We know that political systems and long entrenched policies rarely change on their own – they
must be acted upon from the outside. Creating an FSS chapter or becoming an FSS
Ambassador is an essential way to address the preventable problem of traffic violence, because
FSS chapters and ambassadors – by channeling grief into action – are able to drive political and
social attention to the epidemic of traffic violence and compel decision-makers to make better
choices.

Our political leaders at every level of government must put in place the proven, data-driven
solutions to save lives and eliminate traffic deaths. Cities in the US and countries abroad have
implemented legislative and policy changes that have achieved tremendous reductions in
roadway deaths and serious injuries, and in some cases, totally eliminated them. These
data-driven solutions that we demand our leaders to implement follow a “Safe System”
approach to fighting traffic violence that promotes:

● Safe Streets: Designing roadways to manage speed with road diets, safe intersection
design, roundabouts, rumble strips, bike lanes, wider sidewalks, better lighting and more.

● Safe Speeds: Set safe speed limits, particularly in areas where people are walking and
biking.

1 For the most recent statistics on the number of people killed and injured in the United States:
https://injuryfacts.nsc.org/international/motor-vehicle-deaths-in-the-u-s-compared-to-the-world/. Data on
the U.S. comparison to other countries in terms of per capita traffic fatalities:
https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/road-traffic-injuries
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● Safe Vehicles: Design vehicles to anticipate and prevent crashes and lessen the impact
when crashes occur through reduced weight, improved visibility, safety technology, and
other vehicle design solutions.

● Supporting Victims: Provide post-crash care to better support crash victims.
● Protecting Vulnerable Road Users: Prioritize those most vulnerable when making

legislative and policy changes because protecting those outside the vehicle ensures that
all street users are protected – including those driving and passengers inside the
vehicle.

Everyone deserves to travel safely in their communities.

4. FSS MODEL & “THEORY OF CHANGE”

Our national organizational model creates multiple pathways to elevate the voices of those
personally impacted by traffic violence and builds on the foundational elements in our theory of
change that are critical to our success: the Power of Partnerships, Stories, and Grassroots
Advocacy. We have learned that providing direct support, developing a unified vision and
movement, and engaging in joint projects is critical to the success of our work.

FSS ORGANIZATIONAL MODEL

There are three different ways for those who have been
personally impacted by traffic violence to get involved with FSS.
The path that’s right for you depends on a number of factors
including: your geographic proximity to other members, your
desire to join your voice with the FSS movement, your success
in identifying a partner organization who will support your efforts
with staff, and your ability to fundraise. The most important
thing for potential members is that no matter who you are, or
where you are, there is a place for you within this
community.

The three pathways that crash victims/survivors/family members can get involved are as
follows:

● Members: Anyone who has been directly impacted by traffic violence can be an FSS
member after taking a few simple steps. All members are able to participate in our online
community, our virtual support groups, peer mentoring programs, and other trainings.

● Ambassadors: An FSS “Ambassador” is a member who is authorized to speak to the
media, meet with elected officials, or otherwise engage in advocacy efforts as a
representative of Families for Safe Streets in a geographic area not covered by the
boundaries of an FSS chapter. Ambassadors may also serve as peer mentors to provide
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emotional support to other FSS members if they undergo the peer mentor training
program.

● Chapters: Chapters are formed when FSS members/ambassadors join in partnership
with a designated community organization, and convene FSS members in a manner
consistent with the Chapter Rubric described in the Getting Involved section below.

While not every ambassador needs to be building toward identifying a sponsoring organization
to create a chapter, the national movement will be most successful when that is the goal.

OUR THEORY OF CHANGE

Our theory of change is based on three key tenets – partnership, collective stories, and
grass-roots organizing – and we have found that these three critical components are key to
successfully fighting for change.

The Power of Partnerships for FSS Chapters

In order for an FSS chapter to be most effective, crash victims/survivors need to partner with a
strong, committed advocacy organization that will provide staff support, financial assistance, and
advocacy strategy guidance. Our founding work in New York City was only successful because
of our strong partnership with Transportation Alternatives (TA) and the chapters that have had
the most success have replicated this strong partnership. Having a sponsoring organization that
believes in and invests in the work is critical.
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Before being personally affected by traffic violence, few FSS members have engaged in
advocacy and many are unfamiliar with the problems and solutions to achieve safe streets. The
sponsoring organization is expected to share with the FSS’ chapter its comprehensive collective
knowledge of transportation issues and history, street safety, community organizing, and the
how-to of working with legislators and community leaders at the city and/or state level.

FSS chapters can help the partner organization accomplish change that seemed impossible,
and can also help expand its base of support. FSS members can also help expand the
sponsor’s reach by tapping new organizations who may want to partner with you on this work.

A true partnership requires that the chapter operate the same as other organizational programs.

The Power of Our Collective Stories

FSS members bring a human face to statistics that otherwise may seem meaningless, and can
give government agencies the backing they need to resist the inevitable pushback against street
safety efforts. Narrative helps humans make sense of the world as observed in
“The Power of Narrative:”

“Narratives provide the context in which the facts we observe can be interpreted,
understood, and acted upon. In that sense, they equate to much more than the stories
we tell, write, or illustrate figuratively; they end up being the truths, or the ideas we
accept as truths, that underpin the perceptions that shape our “realities” and in the
process form our cultures and societies. Through narratives, we explain how we see
things, how these things work, how we make decisions and justify them . . .”

But the key to elevating FSS’ member personal stories is organizing the collective voices of
those that have been most negatively impacted by our failed policy status quo because it has
great power for two key reasons:

➔ Individual voices often do not break through, but a collection of personal stories shows
the scale of the problem

➔ Having multiple volunteers ready to speak out ensures you always have someone to
push back when there is opposition

Telling the stories of family members killed in crashes, or those who have suffered life-altering
injuries, helps sweep aside the opposition and harness the political will of legislators previously
reluctant to take a stand. It is hard to say no to those who have paid the highest price for
society’s failure to put in place the proven solutions to save lives. FSS members bring the moral
authority to bear and our collective stories shows that this is not just an individual
problem.

The second reason that a constellation of voices is more powerful than an individual speaking
out is because the work of FSS is very hard: it is exhausting both physically and emotionally.
Building a community means that FSS members inspire and support one other and share
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strength. That also means that when a person needs to step back – and most do— there is
someone else ready to step up.

The Power of Grassroots Advocacy

FSS voices are most effective when they amplify the strong grassroots advocacy efforts of local
organizations using targeted, strategic, multi-faceted techniques.

We recommend using an organizing model based on or similar to that of the Midwest Academy
that requires that you set short, medium and long-term goals, and then plan around them.
➔ For each goal, we recommend that you identify the change needed, the political target,

any secondary targets, and what tactics are needed to move the targets.
➔ When planning, it is important to consider the organizational resources needed, the ways

the campaign will change the organization, and the internal problems the campaign
needs to consider.

➔ Then identify constituents and allies and approach them; try to anticipate opponents and
their tactics.

Our joint efforts can shame politicians and journalists into paying heed, which can magnify an
advocacy organization’s efforts and possibly help ensure breakthroughs on issues that may
have stymied you for years. For more detailed information on planning and executing a
grass-roots advocacy campaign see Chapter 8.

The FSS approach combining our collective voices, partnerships with experts, and grassroots
advocacy is working, and the changes we have helped enact save lives. In an interview Polly
Trottenberg, the Commissioner of the NYC Department of Transportation at the time, said:

“I cannot overstate it: Families for Safe Streets …are among the most powerful advocacy
forces I’ve ever seen in politics… If we want our streets to be safer, you really need the
human beings who’ve lost loved ones. It reframes everything.”

– Polly Trottenberg
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5. GETTING INVOLVED: THE PROCESS

There are three ways those personally impacted by traffic violence can be engaged in the
Families for Safe Streets national movement:
➔ FSS Member
➔ FSS Ambassador
➔ FSS Chapter (in partnership with a sponsoring organization)

Below are the required steps for each of these three options, and expectations on what you will
receive from FSS-National.

FSS MEMBER

Anyone who has been directly impacted by traffic violence can be an FSS member after taking a
few simple steps. All members are able to participate in our online community, our virtual
support groups, peer mentoring programs, and other trainings.

Process

1. INITIAL MEETING: Have an initial conversation with an FSS staff member from the
national office and/or the local chapter to learn more about FSS, our support services
and training opportunities. (Note that this conversation can happen in many ways as we
recognize that crash victims/survivors are grieving and we want to be responsive to their
needs. The FSS staff may reach out once a prospective member contacts us by phone,
email or completes an online membership form. Or a family member, friend or local
leader may share the contact information with consent from the family.)
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2. MEMBERSHIP FORM: Complete an FSS online membership form or share the
information during your initial meeting.

3. ONLINE COMMUNITY: FSS members are encouraged to join our online community.
Much of our communication happens there including information about support events
and advocacy opportunities. The online community is a key way to get feedback,
information, and most of all, support, in real time. Members can engage as much, or as
little, as they want.

4. ONGOING OPPORTUNITIES: FSS members are eligible to participate in FSS skill
trainings, emotional support services, and FSS-National Governance committees.

FSS-National to Provide

➔ FSS support services include: monthly virtual support groups, special support events,
quarterly peer mentor trainings, and matching members with peer mentors (trained FSS
members who have been through similar experiences and are dedicated to helping
others survive these life-altering tragedies) for short-term or ongoing support.

➔ Training in key areas including advocacy, media skills, outreach tactics, and peer
support.

➔ Opportunity to participate in FSS-National Governance process.

FSS AMBASSADOR

Ambassadors enable FSS to build a presence in a community where there is no chapter, and
inform the wider community of our mission. We strongly encourage FSS Ambassadors to
engage with local news reporters and media. The media plays a major role in informing the
wider community of our mission. One of the key ways Ambassadors can make change,
particularly in the absence of a larger chapter, is to be prepared to engage the media.

Process

1. MEMBERSHIP & APPLICATION: Individuals must first become an FSS member and
then contact a staff member (by phone or email at info@familiesforsafestreets.org) to
indicate interest in fighting for safe streets and becoming an Ambassador. Once the
application is approved, pertinent materials will be sent via email for the next phase.

2. UNDERSTAND THE ISSUE OF TRAFFIC VIOLENCE: Families for Safe Streets
requires that all Ambassadors understand the problems and issues involved with traffic
violence.

➔ All are required to participate in our Ambassador training series to gain an
understanding of safe streets issues so they can be a knowledgeable
spokesperson for Families for Safe Streets. Trainings are offered throughout the
year.
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➔ The Ambassador training includes a specific section for speaking to the media.
One of the key ways Ambassadors can create change, particularly in the
absence of a larger chapter, is to be prepared to engage the media (local
television, newspapers, and/or radio stations). FSS staff members work with
Ambassadors to be sure they are supported and prepared to engage through a
variety of channels including opinion pieces, letters to the editor, press releases,
and news interviews.

3. AMBASSADOR AGREEMENT: After verification that the review has been completed,
applicants must complete the Ambassador Agreement between themselves and
FSS-National.

4. APPROVAL: Upon approval, an email will be sent to the applicant letting them know
they are now an official FSS Ambassador and can be an official spokesperson for
Families for Safe Streets and sharing next steps.

5. ONLINE COMMUNITY: FSS Ambassadors are required to join our online community.
Much of our communication happens there including information about support events
and advocacy opportunities. Ambassadors can engage as much, or as little, as they
want.

6. ONGOING OPPORTUNITIES: FSS Ambassadors eligible to participate in FSS quarterly
Ambassador meetings, ongoing trainings, support services, and FSS-National
Governance committees.

7. ONGOING REQUIREMENTS: The position of Ambassador cannot be reassigned to
another individual, though Ambassadors are encouraged to identify others to apply,
complete the training and become FSS Ambassadors. FSS-National may terminate the
FSS Ambassador Agreement with written notice.

FSS-National to Provide

➔ Relevant training, personal guidance, toolkits, resources and guidance so that all
Ambassadors are proficient in the issues that lead to traffic violence and proven
solutions to prevent it.

➔ An understanding of the role of FSS and our mission, vision and core values.
➔ Regular communication with Ambassadors for the purpose of planning and supporting

their involvement with FSS.
➔ Fundraising opportunities to assist with securing resources to support local work.
➔ Notification about national events and conferences including any scholarships available

earmarked for FSS Ambassadors.
➔ In the event that FSS-National has funds, Ambassadors will be notified and helped to

submit requests for funding specific project costs.
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➔ Guidance on how to recruit other members and explore potential sponsoring
organizations with whom to partner in order to pursue starting an FSS chapter.

➔ Signed Ambassador Agreement.

FSS CHAPTER

The most effective way to make change at the local and state level is to create an FSS chapter
because it leverages the three key tenets in the FSS Theory of Change: Partnerships, Collective
Stories, and Grassroots Advocacy.

In order to apply for chapter status the following Chapter Rubric must below must be met. In
extenuating circumstances, exceptions may be made and will be determined on a case-by-case
basis after discussion with the FSS National Director and in consultation with the Executive
Committee.

1. SUFFICIENT MEMBERS: Have a membership of 10 active local FSS members and/or
Ambassadors, preferably 1-2 of whom have been FSS Ambassadors for at least one
year and are willing to serve as the chapter co-leads.

2. NON-PROFIT SPONSOR: A local 501(c)3 non-profit organization agrees to sponsor the
chapter whose mission includes one or more of the following:

a. Encourages better transportation options, safe streets, or environmental/public
health initiatives.

b. Supports grassroots, member-led advocacy.
c. Increases awareness of the issues it addresses broadly or specifically.
d. Promotes social justice and/or economic fairness.
e. Reinforces a connection to the community's identity and/or sense of place while

fostering ecological values.
f. Educates the public about sustainability and/or engages in advocacy on

sustainability.

3. STAFF COMMITMENT & INITIAL FUNDING REQUIREMENT: The sponsoring
organization must commit to dedicating an existing staff member(s) time to supporting
the FSS chapter at some level. While we don’t mandate a specific percentage of staff
time, FSS-National strongly recommends that this be a .5 FTE at chapter launch and, or
within two years of the start of new chapters. It cannot be overstated how important staff
support is for realizing the potential impact of an FSS chapter. The actual amount of time
to be dedicated will be decided on a case-by-case basis, with feedback from the National
Executive Committee. Key staff responsibilities are outlined below. In addition,
sponsoring organizations must allocate funds to purchase FSS branded materials (e.g,,
t-shirts, pins, crash signs, and other specified materials) from FSS-National “at cost”
(approximately $250/order depending on the size of your chapter).
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4. INTEGRATION OF FSS INTO THE SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: The sponsoring
organization commits to integrate the chapter's advocacy activities into the work it is
already undertaking, provide ongoing programmatic and fiscal support to the chapter as
it would other organizational programs, and invite an FSS member onto their board of
directors The sponsoring organization also provides a mechanism for its FSS members
to help fundraise for the chapter and their joint efforts on its website.

5. TRAINING: The identified staff member and preferably their supervisor and/or senior
organizational lead as well as the FSS chapter lead(s) commit to participating in the
initial chapter “cohort model” training program and completing all required assignments
(described below) as well as all mandatory ongoing training. In addition, the FSS chapter
lead(s) are required to attend the 2-hour FSS Peer Mentor training to build
communication and outreach skills.

6. COMMUNICATIONS: Sponsoring organization agrees to serve as the internal and
external communications hub for the chapter by prominently displaying information on
the chapter to its website or creating a designated website, and setting up social media
accounts (using the suggested naming rubric from FSS-National). In addition, partner
organization lead staff and chapter leads are required to join our online community, as
much of our communication happens there including information about support events
and advocacy opportunities. Chapters are also required to encourage use of our online
community by its chapter members.

7. ONGOING COLLABORATION WITH FSS-NATIONAL: Commitment from the sponsoring
organization to:

a. Work with FSS-National on an annual plan to facilitate growth of the chapter and
identify chapter priorities and goals.

b. Meet with FSS-National at least twice per year to review chapter development.
c. Participate in a national fundraiser at least once a year, contributing 25% of

proceeds to FSS-National and dedicated the remaining 75% to chapter needs.
d. Oversee completion of FSS membership forms so that these are completed and

submitted to FSS-National in a timely manner.
e. Facilitate placement of members' stories on the FSS-National web-based

storymap.
f. Adhere to compliance requirements to maintain FSS chapter status.
g. Encourage participation in the FSS-National Governance structure.

8. OTHER ONGOING OPPORTUNITIES: All chapter members are eligible to participate in
FSS ongoing trainings, support services, and FSS-National Governance committees.

Process

1. CONSULTATION: The proposed chapter leads and sponsoring organization
representatives will meet with FSS-National staff to discuss becoming a chapter and
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review its ability to meet the chapter rubric requirements, including sufficient knowledge
and understanding of traffic violence issues and promoting the integrity of FSS.

2. APPLICATION: The sponsoring organization and chapter leads will complete an
application form demonstrating their ability to meet the chapter rubric requirements and
provide all information needed for the Memorandum of Understanding to be completed.
The FSS Executive Committee will review the suitability of the application, and submit a
recommendation to the FSS Director.

3. CHAPTER CONTRACT: When the new FSS chapter and sponsoring organization have
come to an agreement, the sponsoring organization’s leadership will sign the required
Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) with Transportation Alternatives, FSS’ parent
organization. The Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) sets out roles for TA,
FSS-National, and the local sponsoring organization.

4. TRAINING: The chapter leaders and sponsoring organization staff will participate in the
initial training program as well as ongoing training.

5. PEER MENTORING PROGRAM: The chapter will identify one member who is willing to
serve as a peer mentor to others from their chapter or other members from across the
country.

FSS-National to Provide

➔ An initial training program for all new chapters using a cohort model that meets 1-2
times/month for six months and will address outreach, communication, fundraising,
member support on the local level, coalition building, and advocacy. There will be
specific assignments and material will be reviewed together to help launch and
effectively implement the chapter’s first advocacy campaign.

➔ Ongoing updates, training workshops (e.g., story telling, media training, advocacy,
trauma-informed outreach and engagement, etc.), tools, and individual guidance with the
chapter for the purpose of planning and monitoring its involvement with FSS-National.

➔ Support services to all members including an initial “intake” meeting, virtual support
groups, and peer mentoring program.

➔ Semi-annual meetings to review chapter development and set/review the chapter’s
annual plan.

➔ Meetings with FSS chapter at least twice per year to review chapter implementation,
strategize on how to address challenges, and provide support/guidance.

➔ Provide FSS-branded materials including t-shirts, pins, and crash signs (at cost or free of
charge if FSS-National receives funding).

➔ Provide a communications hub, include chapter information on the FSS-National
website, and facilitate a “storymap” of members stories from across the country
(described below).

➔ Ongoing advocacy strategy guidance and sample/model local advocacy campaigns.
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➔ Support local efforts to mark World Day of Remembrance for Road Traffic Victims held
on the 3rd Sunday of November every year.

➔ Fundraising opportunities to help raise funds for your local chapter as well as support
FSS-National activities.

➔ Support and guidance to help chapters have a voice on the national stage; to align and
engage with regional and national policy.

➔ A designated forum in our online community hub for internal chapter communications
and access to all chapters members to the online community.

➔ Promulgate compliance requirements every one to two years, with input from chapters
nationwide to strengthen the movement. All compliance requirements will be finalized by
the FSS Executive Committee.

Key Staff Responsibilities (Staff from sponsoring organization supporting the chapter)

1. Help recruit and engage members with support and guidance from FSS-National.
a. Conduct outreach sessions and share FSS materials with local hospitals,

attorneys, etc.
b. Contact new members referred by the National office and/or local referral

sources
2. Help organize and facilitate FSS meetings

a. Schedule, promote, and facilitate all FSS meetings – guiding FSS members with
the level of support required for a particular chapter

b. Create agenda with input from FSS member leadership or guide leadership in
having them set the agenda

c. Share updates on sponsoring organization’s advocacy efforts and how local
members can get involved

3. Guide strategic planning for selection of advocacy priorities
a. Spearhead process, ideally annually, to help identify local campaign(s) where

FSS voices will be most impactful
b. Identify at least one priority campaign for the chapter

4. Help spreadhead advocacy campaign(s) identified in the strategic planning
process that FSS voices can elevate

a. Plan a campaign strategy with input from FSS members as appropriate
b. Plan and schedule meetings with elected officials and invite FSS members to

participate
c. Plan and organize rallies
d. Reach out to FSS members to support actions/events
e. Help prepare FSS members to be interviewed by the press, speak at a press

conference, give public testimony, attend a lobby day, etc.
f. Provide support and resources so that FSS members can be effective advocates

5. Link FSS local members to FSS-National for support services or ensure FSS
chapter leadership does so; connect for Federal advocacy as appropriate

a. Ensure all members complete National membership form
b. Share information about National support services
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c. Facilitate introductions as appropriate
d. When possible and appropriate, particularly for larger well-established chapters,

identify FSS members who can participate in federal advocacy as appropriate

FAQS

People often ask the following two questions so we want to answer them here:

Why do chapter members have to be impacted directly by traffic violence?
● The strength of FSS voices comes from our members’ lived experience. FSS

members can speak with first-hand knowledge of the trauma of traffic violence, can
humanize the problem, and therefore can push more forcefully and with more credibility
on the need for safe streets.

● Those who have been personally impacted by traffic violence offer a unique view that
can complement the sponsoring organization’s work, while not competing with the
chapter’s sponsoring organization for members. Many already engage supporters in
their grassroots organization work.

● We do encourage the partnering organization to engage anyone interested in the fight
for safe streets and will share our model so that you also can engage those not
personally involved in the partner organization’s grassroots organizing.

● We will not have a stringent litmus test on how people define being “impacted” – this can
mean a family member who lost a loved one, a crash survivor, or anyone who feels a
personal connection or loss from traffic violence. Chapter leadership will be entrusted to
use their judgment.

Will FSS-National micromanage our decisions on what legislative and policy changes we will
fight for?

● No. The goal is not to micromanage the advocacy campaigns local chapters will work on,
but rather to provide a credible, national platform for safe streets campaigns. To that end,
we need to ensure quality control on the campaigns associated with the FSS brand and
that they adhere to our mission, values, and goals:

○ FSS-National will share guidelines on the broad types of campaigns FSS does
and does not run.

○ When there is fuzziness on an idea, the FSS-National Executive Committee will
serve as arbiters on the process to provide greater clarity.

○ We will also provide a range of support and services to enhance the likelihood of
success in your local efforts (see chart below).
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FSS-NATIONAL GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE

All decisions regarding the FSS model and organizational issues are made by the FSS-National
Executive Committee, which will operate as follows:

● Executive Committee
○ Number of Members: Seven voting FSS members from chapters from across the

country.
○ Representative: Four of the seven seats will be reserved for the four largest

chapters. One seat will ideally be held by an Ambassador. There also will be an
effort to ensure geographic diversity so that there is rural, suburban and urban
representation.

○ Non-Voting Members: The Executive Committee allows up to three non-voting
members who can be FSS ambassadors and/or representatives from a
sponsoring organization.

○ Process: Applicants for Executive Committee membership are solicited annually
for a two-year term.

○ Term Limits: There is a three-term limit for all members.
○ By-Laws: These requirements are laid out in the FSS-National By-Laws and may

be amended by a majority vote of the current Executive Committee.

In addition, FSS individual members, ambassadors, and chapter members can get involved in
FSS-National decision-making and activities through the following committees:

● National Advocacy Committee: Works to identify and organize federal level efforts as
well as state-level model legislation.
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● Fundraising Committee: Organizes FSS-National fundraising efforts as well as events
that can help chapters raise funds.

● National Support Committee: Responsible for the design and oversight of FSS support
services including our virtual support groups, peer mentoring program, and more.

● National Growth and Recruitment Committee: Coordinates efforts to promote FSS
growth nationally, support chapter recruitment efforts, and identify/implement activities
that will help those who have been personally impacted know that FSS exists.

Note that these committees will not replace the need for local governance and decision-making
at the chapter level.
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6. TRAUMA-INFORMED PRACTICE

Supporting and engaging those who have been personally impacted in street safety work
requires a trauma-informed approach – starting with the initial outreach and continuing with all
advocacy and organizing efforts. The approach you take with each conversation, email, or other
connection will be different than you may use engaging other volunteers.

Trauma is a psychological, emotional response to a deeply distressing or disturbing experience.
The loss of a family member in a crash, or surviving a severe injury, is traumatic. The
Connection Coalition describes trauma-informed care as practices that promote a culture of
safety, empowerment, and healing. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration provides basic information about
trauma here.

It will be critical to undertake each conversation and activity with a trauma-informed lens. Grief
and trauma will not look the same for everyone, and any one person’s response to trauma may
vary from day-to-day. Keep expectations realistic: a family member may be energized and able
to work one day, and unable to get out of bed the next. Accept that they should do whatever
they can when they can.

Bringing together people with various loss and injury experiences can also be challenging and
requires a trauma-informed approach. For example, those who were injured often have
survivors' guilt and may feel uncomfortable around those who have had a loss. And those who
have lost parents, siblings, or spouses may feel they have not suffered as much as those whose
children have died. When bringing together your members for meetings, it will be important to
understand this and address it appropriately. Moreover, because many FSS members are in
pain and angry—they are not at their best— this pain and anger will sometimes complicate
efforts at comity and compromise.

Having organizational staff and chapter leaders who are trained by FSS-National to understand
and implement trauma-informed practices will help chapter members and sponsoring
organization partners connect with each other and effectively work together to advocate for
change.

7. MEMBER OUTREACH

Whether you are an FSS Ambassador with a small local network, or a big chapter with 300
members, outreach is the way you strengthen your base of support and advocacy. FSS
members may not always be up for advocacy work, and continuing to bring in new members
who have experienced a loss or injury in a crash is so important.

Because FSS is a club no one wants to join, it is not easy to find new members for our difficult
work. When reaching out to people who have been affected by a traffic crash, it’s critical to
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remember and be sensitive to the fact that they are traumatized and lean on the FSS-National
office. Below is guidance on how to reach out to members. Please remember that the
FSS-National office is here to help. We can conduct an initial meeting with all new members and
connect them to our ongoing support services including our peer mentoring program, virtual
support services, and more (see Support Services for details).

TIPS AND TOOLS TO IDENTIFY POTENTIAL MEMBERS

There are a number of ways to reach out to new members (and make sure they can find you),
and we advise pursuing them all. Because it is common for activity levels to fluctuate for
members, it’s wise to establish ongoing outreach. We should always be helping to raise up the
next generation of leaders, because this is going to be a long fight.

Here are some tried and true strategies, and templates, examples, and references to support
you:

● CRASH SIGNS: Post FSS signage at the crash site. The sooner you can do this after a
serious crash, the more effective. Often, family members or neighbors will visit the site
and if there is information available about FSS support services, we can be there for
people when they need us most. FSS-National provides general and customized crash
signs to all FSS chapters and Ambassadors (free or at-cost depending on FSS-National
funding). Our signage includes information about FSS and a QR code that links to our
national office so we can welcome and process those newly affected. Crash signs can
also be customizable with a QR code that you can use to link to local chapter activities.
(Note that this is a concrete task that FSS members and others could volunteer to do.)
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● ONLINE PRESENCE: Establish a social media account (and be active on it) and have a
web presence. Find links to FSS chapter websites here to guide you. A few things to
consider including on your website:

○ Information about the chapter including an explanation of the relationship with
sponsoring organization

○ Contact for chapter staff and volunteer member lead(s) if applicable
○ Link to FSS online national post-crash resource guide and local resources
○ Calendar of events/upcoming emotional support gatherings, trainings, advocacy

opportunities
○ News/blog (even links to relevant articles)
○ Member stories: the DC chapter has a fantastic one
○ Link to FSS-National online membership form (and we will share contacts with

you for all members in your area)
● BRANDED MATERIAL: Wear FSS t-shirts and pins anytime you gather for an event or

meet with an elected official (e.g., rallies, community meetings). FSS gear lets people in
the larger community know that the group exists and that street safety is an issue worthy
of their attention.

● NEWS STORIES: Contact journalists who have reported on a crash and interviewed
family or community members. Though a journalist can’t give you a family member’s
information, they can pass yours along to them.

● MEDIA: Were your FSS members interviewed by the media? Make sure to share your
FSS chapter email address and telephone number with the reporter and/or ask that they
link to the FSS-National website so that we can refer members to you. Making the
chapter findable is one of the best ways to recruit members.

● REFERRAL SOURCES: Develop a list of contacts who may come across crash victims.
Ask them to share FSS as a resource when they meet a victim or family, and share FSS
information and presentations with them. Share our FSS tri-fold brochure with them. Key
categories to reach out to and establish relationships with:

○ First responders
○ Hospitals, especially your local trauma hospital(s)
○ Community-based mental health services, clinics
○ Rehabilitation centers focused on traumatic brain injury
○ Attorneys who focus on crash-related injury and loss
○ Your local elected officials’ constituent services staff
○ Hospital chaplains and local faith institutions
○ Police and district attorneys

Here is a template spreadsheet to use or modify to track your expanding network.

BUILD RELATIONSHIPS WITH YOUR NETWORK

With a list of potential referral sources identified, it’s time to build relationships with them. Ask to
meet their staff and make a presentation. Talk about the work FSS does, its importance, and
their role in telling potential members about FSS. Most importantly, describe the regenerative
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and helpful role FSS plays. Tell them how to access FSS support services and resources; and
share opportunities for them to join in advocacy— a process that many find helpful and
empowering.

If an outreach presentation is not possible, ask if you can have a 10-minute conversation to
share information about FSS and learn more about this community partner.

Here are two samples you can modify and use from New York City and San Francisco to get
you started. Make sure your presentation includes:

● Local photographs
● Local FSS member stories
● Local crash statistics, if available
● Your chapter phone number and email
● Upcoming events at the end of the presentation
● Links to your:

○ Chapter newsletter if you have one
○ Your FSS lead’s email
○ Our national membership form
○ Our online community hub
○ The FSS-National calendar of support community events available online

Once someone has indicated their interest in helping connect you to potential members, follow
up is key. Here are some actions to help you build relationships after your presentation:

● Send any collateral you have such as a brochure or information card. We have
developed a post card including centralized FSS contact information you are welcome to
have printed (or we can send you some). Or consider creating your own based on this
sample.

● Let them know about any upcoming actions or support activities and ask them to
promote these to their community.

● If you offer a regular newsletter, be sure they sign up to receive it.
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HOW TO APPROACH NEW MEMBERS

Of course you don’t know what to say: there is nothing to say except to express how sorry you
are for their loss. The FSS-National office is able to help, and has centralized staff to
conduct that first conversation with new crash victims/survivors. Please contact us and we
can have that first challenging conversation and then connect the member back with you for
ongoing engagement.

Even if we do that first meeting, you will still have to have a first conversation with prospective
members.The most important thing you can do initially is just listen. Inviting people to share their
stories is also very powerful.

A family member might be eager to talk about their loved one, or they may not want to talk right
away. Give them the information, encourage them to use the FSS-National support services,
and then let them decide when and how to become engaged. It may be right away, it may take
months, it may be never.
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A few key suggestions:

If you receive the contact information for someone recently impacted, feel free to personalize
this outreach template to crash victims/survivors.
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8. GETTING A CHAPTER OFF THE GROUND

Once a core group has formed, and all chapter rubric requirements are met, several things need
to happen to actually launch a chapter. They can be done in any order, or simultaneously. One
group may find it helps to identify a sponsoring organization early in order to have a support
framework for organizing and planning the first meeting. Another group may prefer to hold the
meeting first, and approach potential sponsors with a plan. FSS-National can also connect you
with other chapters to hear directly about their experience and learn from them as you begin the
process, or you may find them directly in our online community.

GETTING STARTED

First off: it will take time to get the chapter started. For people who are ready, FSS can provide a
positive, therapeutic outlet for grief, rage, and sorrow, and there is research showing that doing
this kind of advocacy work can be tremendously helpful. But it can also be painful.

Whether you are a family member or staff of a partner organization, please keep in mind that
potential founding members were and are traumatized, and that outreach and initial efforts
must be trauma-informed. Please read the section on Member Outreach to prepare before
you speak with potential members: it is critical to remember and be sensitive to the trauma
potential members have experienced.

It’s also helpful to have a conversation with FSS-National staff who can explain the FSS
approach to balancing advocacy and support services, help chapter organizers identify a
sponsoring organization and obtain a signed MOU, and serve as a resource as planners
organize the first meeting and launch the chapter publicly.

PARTNER ORGANIZATION

FSS expects new chapters to be based within an already existing organization that will sponsor
and support the work. Working with a partner organization rather than starting a new
organization means that traffic safety advocacy and support services will get started faster and
require fewer resources. Existing organizations already have important legal and other basic
structures in place, including incorporation and tax-exempt status. A sponsoring organization
may have advocacy experience, and contacts with state and local elected officials. Each
individual arrangement may be different: the sponsoring organization may provide staff who can
help organize or guide the first meeting, organize outreach efforts (see Member Outreach), and
provide models for the operating decisions and bylaws the chapter will need to adopt in the
coming weeks.

Sponsoring organizations also gain from the collaboration: Participating in the sponsoring
organization’s advocacy amplifies FSS member voices— and FSS in turn amplifies the
sponsoring organization’s efforts.
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Despite the advantages of the partnership, it is important to understand that the dynamics of the
relationship between FSS members and the chapter sponsoring organizations can also be
complicated. There is potential for feelings of exploitation, so the chapter should empower
families and include FSS members in conversations about advocacy priorities and actions. The
perspective that those affected by traffic violence bring to this work is critical to advancing an
organization’s advocacy goals. And always, the organization should check in with FSS members
and be sure they feel heard and supported. Support, empowerment, and healing are the key
foci here.

Expect and be prepared for challenges. A few considerations for the partnership:

➔ MISSION ALIGNMENT: The sponsoring organization’s mission may not mesh perfectly
with FSS. For example, FSS’ efforts for street safety are aimed at everyone, including
drivers, an aim that may not be completely aligned with the mission of all sponsoring
advocacy organizations. Such as those organizations that focus exclusively on cycling.

➔ PROCESS: Make sure to jointly create processes for setting strategy, making decisions
and allocating resources. Some of our chapters have learned the hard way that a lack of
clarity at the start can cause difficulties later.

➔ PACE: Make sure to jointly plan for the pace of the work. Survivors and families of
victims often have a sense of urgency and want to move at a fast pace, but those of you
who have been doing this work for decades realize that change is slow. It took a
generation to make drinking and driving socially unacceptable. It will take decades for us
to achieve the change we want. It will be up to the chapter organizers and sponsoring
organization to adjust the expectations of FSS members and maintain a sustainable
pace.

➔ PRIORITIES: It can be hard to engage members on the one or two key priority areas
selected by the group. Some people may come with a desire to address the issue that
caused their particular crash and this may not be one of the current priority areas. We
have tried to support people in their individual efforts while still maintaining a focused
group effort. However, it can be a delicate balance that is not always so easy to do.
Remember, however: if you’re trying to do everything, you will accomplish nothing.

➔ SUPPORTERS: Make sure to also identify ways to engage the larger community of the
crash victims/survivors – their friends, colleagues, neighbors – and plug them into
existing grassroots efforts of the sponsoring organization. FSS members must either be
a family member, or someone who survived a crash, but this does not preclude friends
from supporting in other ways.

➔ BOARD: Include FSS members in leadership positions of the sponsoring organization,
including having one board position reserved for an FSS member.

THE FIRST MEETING

Having made the commitment to starting an FSS chapter, it’s time to identify founding members
to convene for your first meeting. Please review the previous section, Member Outreach, for
information about how to reach possible members, and most importantly, for guidance on how to
approach members in a sensitive and trauma-informed way.
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Your meeting facilitator can be someone from the sponsoring organization, a chapter member,
or if resources allow, an independent consultant. In addition to planning an agenda, most
important is that the facilitator uses a trauma-informed approach that ensures FSS members
feel supported and creates a safe and empowering environment.

Take the time to plan the first meeting very carefully. Not everyone will want to speak about their
grief and trauma, especially if it is recent. There will be unavoidable tensions in a group with
such strong emotions and extreme vulnerabilities. It takes a lot of empathy and patience to bring
family members and survivors to this work. It will take those qualities and considerable time to
form into a group and train members as effective advocates.

➔ BEFORE MEETING: Call your list of potential attendees to remind them of your
upcoming meeting, take the one-on-one time to get a sense of what they are most
interested in/hoping to get out of the meeting.

➔ AGENDA: Start with a list of what the planners want to accomplish, and use that to
develop an agenda (sample template here). Consider having the group break out in
small groups or pairs so participants can discuss what brought each of them to the
meeting. Then bring the group back together so they can debrief, and move on to the
next parts of the agenda.

➔ RITUAL: We strongly recommend opening and closing your meetings with a brief ritual
to help ground the conversation and build trust and community. This can be a simple
prompt, a candle lighting, or a shared moment of silence.

➔ TAKE MINUTES: Not every member will be able to make every meeting. It’s important to
have details to share after meetings so members feel like they are in-the-loop and
engaged, even when they miss a meeting or two.

➔ FOLLOW UP: Always share notes, and it is recommended to do one-on-one follow up
with anyone new who might have attended the meeting.
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SETTING UP A GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE

The next step is to formulate goals and objectives, develop by-laws, describe the roles of
leadership or officers, and identify initial Steering Committee members or a group of officers.

As outlined in the Mission & Core Values section above, to become a chapter, chapter leaders
must support FSS core values:

● Commitment to Data-Driven Goals & Systemic Change
● Bold & Strategic Organizing Tactics
● Consistent Messaging
● Inclusivity
● Collaboration
● Clear & Effective Decision-Making
● Compassion & Understanding
● Determination

Leadership & Committee Structure

Different FSS chapters have developed different governance structures. Some chapters find it
useful to create committees. Established committees ensure members share the work of
running a chapter. Committees provide a platform for drawing on individual chapter members’
strengths and interests. Joining a committee can also increase buy-in among chapter members
outside the core leadership group.

The New York City chapter organizes itself along six committees, a few of which are part of the
FSS-National governance structure.
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● Executive
● Policy and Advocacy
● Support
● Outreach
● Communications
● Fundraising and National Expansion

This is a more complex structure than other chapters because it is larger and more
well-established. Smaller chapters have co-chairs and a steering committee. The structure the
chapter chooses should reflect its size. There should be a clear decision-making process that
enables members to have a voice and strives for consensus.

When adding members to the leadership, look for people with the following skills: ability to
listen, diplomacy, personal organization, goal setting, and willingness to foster leadership in
others.

In addition to formal leadership roles, it is important to always look for opportunities to elevate
FSS members as leaders. For example, consider if a member wants to organize a group potluck
or a few people to take ownership over WDoR planning. Make concrete asks of people so they
know what they're doing and feel like they're contributing – this can help train them to assume
more formal leadership roles in the future.

Parliamentary Procedure

Agreeing on a process to run meetings and come to decisions will help the chapter establish a
streamlined procedure that will allow chapter members to have a voice in decision-making while
increasing chapter transparency and engagement. As indicated above, the goal is to include as
many people’s opinions as possible, discuss issues thoroughly, and try to reach consensus on a
good decision. Once group members know the general process for running a meeting, voting,
and record keeping, they won’t have to think about how each meeting will function.

There are several sources of governance guidance to consider. Organizations often use
Robert’s Rules of Order to run meetings, though we believe this is too formal for our purposes.
Another source to consider is Martha’s Rules, a less formal, agenda-focused approach to
planning meetings. The New York City chapter has developed its own way of proceeding.

Bylaws

Writing bylaws may feel overly bureaucratic but there are definite advantages to having written
bylaws. By talking through draft bylaws and agreeing on language, everyone present can come
to a shared understanding of your chapter’s purpose and its relationship to the sponsoring
organization. As leadership changes over years written bylaws can make sure the purpose
stays consistent.

In the New York City chapter, we recently updated our leadership structure and governance
guidelines. You can find a copy here.
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Quorum

A quorum is the minimum number of members who must be present during a meeting in order
to conduct business on behalf of the chapter. A quorum rule protects the chapter against
unrepresentative action taken by one or two individuals acting under the chapter name. The
baseline quorum required for a chapter is three people. As your chapter grows, you may want to
consider increasing the quorum.

Formulate Goals and Objectives

Our overall goal is to advocate for changes that will have the most consequential impact.
Hence, all of our work is data-driven, and focused on efforts that will save the most lives. (See
Advocacy Campaigns for more detail.) Each year the chapter should work closely with its
sponsoring organization to identify community-wide or systemic campaigns, then plan the
actions to be taken to seek change inside the system and through public events such as rallies
and demonstrations. Lay out specific plans for the year, including short- and long-term goals, in
writing. Once you’ve done that you’ll be able to agree on who will do each task.

Meeting Minutes

Record-keeping is important. Taking minutes of each meeting helps keep a record of
discussions and decisions made. Reviewing previous meetings’ agendas and minutes can help
leadership prepare for subsequent meetings. Members should decide who is responsible for
recording minutes; if an organization has a secretary, minutes are usually the responsibility of
the secretary. Meeting minutes are important for a number of reasons:

● To record actions and decisions made by the chapter at each meeting, and have these
records available for reference;

● To share with members who were unable to attend the meeting;
● A helpful history for new members to review;
● To help prepare the information you will need to coordinate efforts with the sponsoring

organization, the chapter, and possibly FSS-National; and
● To help leadership prepare the agenda for the next meeting.

Communication

FSS-National provides an online community hub using the “Geneva” platform to help chapter
members communicate with one another, facilitate communication between chapters,
ambassadors, and members nationally, share resources, and announce activities and events.

In addition, FSS-National provides a semi-monthly email newsletter to all individual members,
ambassadors, chapter members, and sponsoring organization leads.

Sponsoring organizations may also want to consider creating a Google Group for your local
chapter as a practical and easy way for members to stay in touch and/or sending a regular
e-newsletter to share information on upcoming events, advocacy efforts and more. Here is a
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FSS e-newsletter template that you can modify. This one is built with Google docs. You may
also want to consider starting a blog to share with your members and supporters.

THE NEXT STEPS

Now the work starts.

We recommend (and Vision Zero supports) an
“upstream” or systemic approach to change.

We are not trying to change one person’s behavior at a
time. Rather, we want to influence systems that affect
significant numbers of people.

Research shows that transformation only comes
with bold change to law and policy, and it is in
forging that kind of political change that FSS has
the most to offer. While some may want to put effort
into things like teen driver education or creative
messaging campaigns, for example, these strategies
are only minimally effective.

We know that investing in Complete Streets (designs that are safe for all road users, see the
“Road Safety Basics” chapter) and policies that prioritize safety over speed are the most
influential components of traffic safety. Advocacy around policies like lower speed limits,
automated enforcement, and safer vehicles is critical. FSS leadership and sponsoring
organization staff should assist the FSS chapter in focusing on what works, even though these
efforts are often more politically challenging.

Determining advocacy focus, marketing, and events also happen in these early stages – they’ll
help your chapter grow, attracting members who will support your advocacy efforts. This is a
time, also, to consider whether to include support services along with the advocacy you’ll be
doing or if you will rely exclusively on FSS-National’s support services. See Support
Services/Creating Community, below.

Marketing can play an important role in a chapter’s success. Marketing makes FSS visible—to
the outside world, the media, and future potential members—and helps promote group identity.
The sponsoring organization should plan on hosting a website for the chapter as well as helping
chapter members manage social media sites (Facebook, Twitter, Tik-Tok, Instagram). Provide
t-shirts for members, bracelets, campaign-pin buttons, ideally with the FSS logo and color
scheme as well as the region, and brand materials whenever possible. This is not to sell the
group so much as to help define it and to help members take pride in being part of it.

We recommend that you include the national hotline and centralized email in all of your
promotional materials. This way we can have someone trained in trauma-sensitive outreach
connect with all new members and refer them directly to your chapter. If you wish, you can also
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set-up a general email address (e.g., info@YOURCHAPTERNAME) and can auto-forward to
appropriate sponsoring organization staff and chapter leadership. Sponsoring organization staff
should assist the chapter leadership in creating these communication channels, in addition to
setting up a Google Group or other digital mechanisms that makes it easier for group members
to communicate and plan.

Partnering organizations and chapter leadership should also begin collaboration on an official
launch. Announcing the creation of a chapter can be a major press opportunity. Consider
announcing it at the first public event, possibly even on the World Day of Remembrance, held
the 3rd Sunday in November. Or use the World Day of Remembrance to bring more attention to
your first key effort to promote a specific change. It is a unique opportunity to get widespread
media attention. See Chapter 6, “Fundraising and Events,” for more information.

Successful events require planning! In order to have successful events, we recommend
developing a detailed action plan (sample here). Again, this work can be a collaboration
between chapter leadership and the sponsoring organization. It may also make sense to provide
some advocacy and organizing education, and help members develop talking points, to help
them maximize their effectiveness. (See Advocacy.)
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9. FUNDRAISING AND EVENTS

Staff, merchandise, and advocacy all require funding. Each chapter will likely need to raise
funds to support the work. Asking for money can be hard, but it isn’t just about the money:
fundraising can help members spread awareness about FSS and its advocacy and support
work. As individual members ask their friends and contacts for donations they are building
relationships. Their networks will help the chapter find new members, as well as new donors.

There are multiple ways to go about raising money. Chapters should coordinate fundraising with
the partnering organization and the FSS-National office. Bear in mind that the money will go
through the partnering organization as your fiscal sponsor — the sponsoring organization can
collect tax-deductible donations. Make sure to have the sponsoring organization account for
donations to FSS separately.

Most fundraising experts recommend developing an individual and institutional donor base to
ensure long-term viability and growth. Don’t expect to do all the chapter’s fundraising at once, or
in the first year. It can take time to develop and cultivate relationships that result in donations; in
the case of institutional donors, it can take months or even years for a contact to result in a
contribution.

INDIVIDUAL DONORS

Chapter members can start developing relationships with individual donors by writing a letter
or sending an email to their friends' contacts. We have provided a template, here. Please modify
it for individual circumstances and the chapter’s community.2 The FSS chapter and the
sponsoring organization can consider developing a shared event as well.3 Build in donor
retention by writing thank you notes to donors or, if possible, calling donors within 48 hours to
thank them. Once the FSS chapter has started receiving donations it can begin to create a list of
supporters.4 The chapter or sponsoring organization may decide to reach out to them again in
an end-of-year solicitation.

Peer-to-Peer Fundraising

In addition, FSS-National provides opportunities for FSS chapters to use peer-to-peer
fundraising to raise funds for the chapters, with a percentage going to support FSS-National so
that we can continue to grow and support this movement. Members can turn painful holidays
such as (Mother’s Day, Father’s Day, Valentine’s Day, Christmas, Chanukah, etc.) and marking
days such as their loved one’s birthday or anniversary into a way for their friends and family to
support them. FSS-National provides individual assistance, convenes group meetings with

4 More information, including follow ups and automation, here
3 Useful example here.

2 Good instruction on drafting a letter here:
https://chuffed.org/academy/articles/detail/steps-to-writing-an-awesome-non-profit-crowdfunding-pitch
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members who are organizing fundraisers, and has a detailed P2P Fundraising Guide.

INSTITUTIONAL DONORS

Cultivating relationships with institutional donors can result in helpful support, but it may take
time to develop and build a relationship. Start by doing the research! Most institutional donors,
even family foundations, have already determined the general areas they will fund. No matter
how compelling the member’s story, don’t even ask if traffic safety is not something the fund is
interested in supporting. Start by looking up the foundation in the Foundation Directory
grantmaker profiles. Then look at its website, and any news articles. Follow any directions about
how to apply for funds very carefully. Take a look at the list of board members and staff. If any of
those networks overlap, use the connection to introduce the member, FSS, and the sponsoring
organization. There’s more information about how to approach a foundation and build a
relationship here.

Applying for a grant takes time, so choose applications carefully. Grants are available from
governmental and non-governmental sources. Businesses may be willing to provide support in
communities where they operate or have stores. Many statewide organizations offer grants as
well. Look for grants using the Foundation Center’s Online directory—many public libraries have
this program on their computers for you to use for free. If you see a foundation that looks like a
good fit, follow the instructions. Even if the foundation says it does not accept unsolicited
proposals, consider reaching out with a Letter of Interest, a one-page description of the chapter
and why its project furthers the foundation’s goals. If the foundation is interested it will invite the
chapter or sponsoring agency to submit a proposal.

Corporate Sponsors

Identifying and developing corporate sponsors is another way to build institutional support.
Many companies will provide support to events or activities in communities where they do
business, including banks and large stores. Spread the chapter’s net wide, but choose carefully.
Look at what types of events the organization has sponsored in the past. Make sure to follow all
guidelines closely. Be prepared to be turned down, but don’t give up! It may take some time for
the business to get to know the chapter.

MERCHANDISE

Merchandise such as t-shirts and pins are helpful for identifying FSS members and supporters.
FSS-National provides branded material at cost to all FSS chapters and Ambassadors.
FSS-National also provides crash signs with FSS-brand and link via QR code (at cost or free of
charge depending on funding).

EVENTS

Although they are a lot of work, preparing and holding events bring many benefits to FSS
chapters and sponsoring organizations. An event can create attention, help spread the word
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about the work, and bring people together face-to-face. In addition to raising money for the
chapter, events build community and extend FSS’ reach. Planning and completing a successful
event also strengthens the chapter and its members: members learn to trust that each will
complete promised work.

Local Events & Vigils

There are many types of events FSS chapters have held, including vigils, press conferences,
and rallies. Collectively, FSS comes together annually to mark World Day of Remembrance,
held each year on the third Sunday in November to commemorate road traffic victims. In
addition, chapters have held 5K Run-Walk-Roll events and we have come together to do this
together as well. FSS-National in coordination with Transportation Alternatives also enters a
team into the New York City Marathon each year, which can be a model for marathon races
across the country.

These are not the only possibilities, but do think about the relationship of the event to the
subject matter: for example, a run/walk/roll event keeps cars off streets for the duration of the
event, reinforcing the idea that streets can be shared spaces. A Run-Walk-Roll can
commemorate a family member, celebrate your chapter’s accomplishments, serve as a
fundraiser, or all three. Events take a lot of work so please plan accordingly.

Holding a memorial vigil is an opportunity to
memorialize members of your community
who have been killed or seriously injured in a
crash, draw attention to your demands for
legislative and policy change, and provide
support to the family.

Many struggle with when and how to
effectively do so in a way that takes into
consideration the family’s wishes. Here’s
some tips:

● Contact the family: We recommend that you contact the family and make sure they are
either interested in participating or at least are ok with you holding it. Consider reaching
out via the local elected official to make this request if you do not have other
connections.

● Memorial: Consider posting an FSS crash sign, ghost bike, or other marker to draw
attention to the horrific loss of life and serious injuries that can potentially stay up after
the vigil.

● Frequency: Many chapters struggle with how often to hold a vigil, particularly if you live
in a large community where the loss of life in crashes is far too frequent. Some chapters
hold vigils for the first person to die each year or month, if the family requests one, on a
dangerous corridor to highlight the need for change, etc.
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● Planning: Make sure to invite local elected officials,community leaders, FSS members
and the media. Feel free to use this vigil planning checklist and sample “run of
show” (i.e., the order and length of time speakers and activities at an event).

World Day of Remembrance

World Day of Remembrance brings FSS together with
street safety organizations, community members, faith
leaders, elected officials, and dignitaries from across the
globe to REMEMBER, SUPPORT, and ACT. World Day of
Remembrance is a good foundational or launch event for
new chapters, as it can call attention to your advocacy
campaign and attract new members.

World Day of Remembrance activities are limited only by the creativity of the organizers. Past
memorializations include candle lighting, placing a yellow rose for each person killed or
seriously injured on the steps of city hall or another prominent location, and leading a memorial
walk. In 2020, chapters across the country participated in first-ever a joint World Day of
Remembrance action, prominently displaying shoes to represent lives lost in their community.

FSS-National, in coordination with other national organizations, provides training, including
storytelling training and press engagement; monthly planning meetings, individual event and
media consultation, and a detailed organizer’s toolkit. Detailed guide to help you plan your
World Day of Remembrance commemoration and all information you need on the WDoR-USA
website.

ORGANIZE AND DELEGATE

No matter what type of event you are planning, the basic steps are the same.

Create a planning team and assign yourselves roles. This could be a committee already formed
within the chapter. Create a shared Google doc or other workspace with event details, contact
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information, and delegated tasks. Recruit chapter members to sign up for volunteer shifts:
setting up, staffing registration, cleaning up, etc. Track all signups — volunteers and participants
— in a shared workspace. This is an important opportunity to build your community and
empower FSS members. See our event planning template to help you stay organized.

Choose a Date, Time, and Location

World Day of Remembrance always happens on the 3rd Sunday in November, so we hope
you’ll hold your event then so you can be a part of our national and international partnership.

For other events, we recommend picking a date when members and invitees will have time—a
weekend or summer late afternoon. Is your location central and easily accessible? What will it
look like in photos? Does it have symbolic value: a government building, the site of a crash?
When picking a location for a Run-Walk-Roll event, think about safety and the course’s
characteristics: is it hilly or flat? Will it loop or will participants end up in a different location from
where they started? Don’t forget to research the permits and insurance your local government
will require. For more information about planning a 5K, see this website, or this one.

Create an Online Registration Form

The simpler it is to register, the more inviting your event. It’s easy to create a simple registration
document using Google Forms. Make sure to collect full information, including addresses (for
thank you notes), the event that brought the person to FSS, how the person learned of FSS
(always good to have this information), and if you are holding a walk, run, or other physical
activity, emergency contacts. It’s a good practice to include a link so that people can donate
even if they don’t register.

Publicize the Event

Start early! It will take time for people to decide to participate, and if you’re holding a walk or run,
to line up their friends and family to sponsor them. Plan to begin publicity about three months
before the event. Posters, web pages, Facebook pages are a great start, and personalized
emails — that include a link for a donation or sponsorship — are also effective.

Corporate Sponsors

Some businesses are willing to sponsor an event in communities where they do business.
Finding the sponsor and working out an arrangement take three or four months of lead time.
Brainstorm all of the personal connections the chapter members have with local businesses,
organizations, and individuals and start there. Cold calls to local businesses can be very
successful as well. Track all sponsorships and donations on a spreadsheet as they come in.
This will help with thank yous following the event, and help the chapter members continue to
build relationships with sponsors.

Approach small local businesses individually; larger, regional and national chains often have
websites that explain the process for applying for a grant or sponsorship. Read all material
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carefully and follow the instructions! Also consider applying for Google Ad Grants, which gives
qualifying non-profits up to $10,000 per month in search ads shown on Google.com. Use the
ads to publicize your events. Invite media to the event – see our press release template.

It’s a good idea to put one person in charge of donations and sponsorship (usually the chapter
treasurer). Develop a form letter for solicitations, and share with the planning team.

Day of the Event

Have a plan for your volunteers, and brief them in advance. Make sure to take pictures. If there
are no photos, it didn’t happen!

Follow-up

Following the event, send thank you notes to all sponsors, donors, and to the volunteer crew for
the time and effort they put in. Did the chapter invite media to the event? Send reporters photos
from the event and let them know members are available to speak to them about the event. Did
elected officials attend? Send their staff a thank-you email.

Report Back

If you got any press, please share with National FSS so we can amplify. The more coverage the
event gets locally, the more impact we can make at a national scale.

10. STREET SAFETY BASICS

We recognize that not all advocacy organizations or new FSS chapter organizers will know
about the policies or solutions to addressing the epidemic of traffic violence and preventing
deadly crashes. The following is a brief overview intended to introduce new members to what is
happening and can happen when the political will exists.
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VISION ZERO

Why we say ‘Crash’ and not ‘Accident’

Drivers kill over 40,000 people in the U.S. each year. As stated by the Vision Zero Network: "We
can prevent these tragedies by taking a proactive, preventative approach that prioritizes traffic
safety as a public health issue." We use the term ‘crash,’ rather than ‘accident,’ because these
tragedies are preventable. They are not random — but happen because of individual,
community, and political choices. The Vision Zero model posits that traffic crashes are
preventable, that no number of traffic deaths is acceptable, and that traffic system designers
and policy makers must share responsibility for preventing them. Vision Zero was developed in
Sweden in 1994 and has spread widely in the developed world. By 2022 the continent of
Europe, more than 45 U.S. cities, New Zealand, and parts of Australia have adopted Vision
Zero. Understanding Vision Zero principles is a helpful starting point for FSS chapters; even if a
city or region has adopted Vision Zero, effective implementation may require advocacy or
additional political pressure.

Unlike the traditional approach to traffic safety that focuses on individual responsibility, Vision
Zero uses a Safe System approach, one that takes a holistic view of the road system.
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Two of the most important safe system principles are that
humans make mistakes, and that everyone — including
car manufacturers and transportation system designers
and managers — has a role to play in safety. Safe
system elements include addressing the safety of all
road users, making vehicles safe, keeping speeds and
roads safe, and effective post-crash care. Using crash
and other data, the Safe System approach refocuses
transportation design to anticipate human error and
lessen crash impact: for example, a lighter car and
slower speed limit reduces crash severity and saves
lives.

Vision Zero is an approach, one that allows elected leaders, public officials, and advocacy
groups to hold themselves accountable for progress and change.

In the U.S., Vision Zero activists have identified the ten Core Elements for Vision Zero
communities – requiring leadership and commitment; authentic engagement: safe roadways &
safe speeds: and data-driven approach, transparency and accountability:
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WHAT VISION ZERO IS NOT

Individual Driver Accountability

While driver’s education appears to be a solution, individual behavior change is a notoriously
complex process with unreliable results. According to National Institutes of Health research –
education, whether at the individual or community level, is not effective at lowering fatal or injury
crashes.

Increased enforcement has also proven less effective in reducing crashes. A recent study
analyzing 150 million traffic stops made by patrol officers in 33 states between 2006-2016 found
no significant correlation between high rates of police stops per mile and low crash rate per
mile, or between a high crash rate and low policing rate. There is also not a lot of data showing
that harsh penalties for reckless drivers are effective in reducing dangerous driving and
preventing future crashes.

In short, we will never educate or enforce our way out of this epidemic.Nations that perform
better than the U.S. all have taken a systemic approach eliminating crashes, focusing on
redesigning their roadways, mandating safe vehicle designs and technology, and lowering
speed limits. The Vision Zero Network website has a great deal of detailed, helpful webinars on
its website including Demystifying the Safe System Approach, Where to Start on the Road to
Vision Zero, and a Vision Zero Road Map. For other resources to learn more about Vision Zero:
The U.S. Department of Transportation, League of American Cyclists website, and
ActionVisionZero.

While we do not dissuade individual members from holding the driver involved in the crash
accountable or participating in driver safety education, we do not expend significant resources
to do so. FSS has a post-crash resource guide on our website to help members with all of the
post-crash logistics including driver accountability. We also encourage members to consider
restorative justice as a possible means of accountability (see Support Services for additional
information on restorative justice.
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11. CREATING AN ADVOCACY CAMPAIGN

LOCAL ADVOCACY

Traffic violence solutions are often local, and through our local, grassroots, community-based
organizing we make our voices heard and push for change. FSS’ advocacy grows out of our
three-part model of building partnerships, telling our stories, and grass-roots campaigning.

In New York City, FSS has successfully advocated to lower the speed limit, won a state law to
ensure that speed safety cameras operate 24/7 every day of the year, and pushed for and won
Complete Streets legislation and funding, to ensure that streets and roads are planned and
designed for roadway users of all ages and abilities, not just drivers.

San Francisco Bay Area FSS members joined California peers from Fresno, Los Angeles, and
San Diego to defeat a decades-old speed limit rule that allowed speed limits to be set at the rate
of 85% of cars on the road – a senseless practice resulting in deadly ‘speed creep.’ With this
win, cities can now set their own speed limits. Helped by FSS, San Francisco also won tough
battles to create a car-free Market Street downtown and a car-free JFK Drive in Golden Gate
Park.

NATIONAL ADVOCACY

In 2021, FSS members from across the country successfully advocated for the country’s
first-ever national Congressional Resolution calling for Zero Traffic Deaths in the U.S., for the
first time establishing the urgent need for a national roadway strategy and safe systems
approach that includes safe road design, safe vehicle design, and safe driver behavior. FSS
members across the country shared their stories with lawmakers to gain their sponsorship of the
congressional resolution, ultimately ensuring the participation of numerous lawmakers.

In 2022, FSS founder Amy Cohen and National Safety Council CEO Lorraine Martin held a
fireside chat with U.S. Transportation Secretary Pete Buttigieg to urge local and state
lawmakers to embrace Vision Zero strategies to address traffic violence.
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With this growing recognition on the national stage, our national coalition of chapters can ensure
that our message is heard by the federal government. While much street design and funding
takes place at the state or local level, we all have an important stake in federal transportation
policy, as federal spending directs local transportation infrastructure as well as development of
long-distance transportation options such as trains.

Federal policy also directly affects safety. FSS-National priorities use a data-driven approach
and are determined by the FSS-National Executive Committee. Current priorities include:
➔ Safety regulations for large trucks and SUVs
➔ Mandatory side guards for large trucks
➔ Changing the way speed limits are set
➔ Street design standards that prioritize safety of all road users

THE POWER OF STORIES

Our stories must be heard. Our personal narratives have moral power, and when elected
officials hear us, they can be persuaded or shamed to vote for our positions. Sharing stories
with decision-makers and others allows us to convey information about traffic violence and its
solutions. When people hear our stories, they are compelled to think about their own loved ones
and their responsibility to act.

No matter the political landscape, it is the duty of your representatives to listen to and serve
their constituents: you! As human beings we are wired to share and receive stories. For FSS
members, telling our stories can be a productive and empowering way to make sense of our
world. Stories also have a unique ability to generate empathy and change perspectives. As we
saw in 2021, telling our stories can inspire lawmakers to understand the human consequences
of traffic violence and win their support of Vision Zero policies.

FSS provides ongoing storytelling training and supports members who wish to share their
stories in OpEds, press conferences, meetings with elected officials and more.

Data-Driven Decision Making

Using data to inform decisions means making more
careful, confident decisions that are more likely to
result in significant positive change. Chapters don’t
need to hire a data scientist to help them develop
data — members can research local data trends
from publicly available local data and other sources
including Departments of Transportation and Public
Health, newspaper reports and individual data
gathering efforts.

Once a trend is identified, the chapter can agree on its initial target, then collect more detailed
data as it plans a campaign. As an example, a chapter may decide to take on speed limits in a
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neighborhood or on certain streets. Research shows that the risk of death for a pedestrian at
impact increases as the speed of the vehicle increases. During the pandemic, as roads emptied,
speeds increased. In fact, in 2020, according to the U.S. Department of Transportation Federal
Highway Administration, while miles traveled decreased, the fatality rate increased to 1.37
fatalities per million vehicle miles traveled, up from 1.11 per million vehicle miles traveled in
2019. This type of data provides powerful momentum for a campaign to lower speeds.

In addition to the publicly available data, members can conduct their own data gathering efforts
to support advocacy efforts. For example, this link explains how TA provides instructions to
individuals and groups around conducting a speeding survey.

Developing and Running an Advocacy Campaign

Effective advocacy can be simple: The conditions on this road are dangerous and killed
someone. Local leaders have a responsibility to wield their resources to find a solution and
implement it now! FSS members have the moral authority to demand action. But making change
requires an effective advocacy campaign so whether you are a first-timer in fighting for change
or have done it before, we have laid out what is needed to help you.

Advocacy campaigns require planning. The essentials are to conduct some basic research,
identify the agency responsible for building and maintaining the road or intersection, and then
gather a strong base of supporters including FSS members and local partners whose voices
can demand change. The most important thing FSS members add is to elevate a call to action
and provide the moral authority to demand action.

TA’s Your City, Your Voice trainings (see Sample training slides for campaign planning here)
and the Advocacy Incubator’s Advocacy Action Guide: A Toolkit for Strategic Policy Advocacy
Campaigns are good planning resources. This is a lengthy list, but not every campaign requires
the use of every tool.

According to the guide, the elements of a successful campaign are:

● Gather background information: Start with the strategic plan, then research. Does the
city or locality build roads and manage transportation infrastructure or is it the state?
Which legislators might be involved or interested?

● Set an objective: Objectives should be specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, and
time-bound (“SMART”). Objectives should follow from the strategic plan, and be
supported by the evidence developed — it won’t be possible for a city to implement a
speed safety camera program, for example, if state level legislation prohibits it.

● Build strong partnerships: Working as a coalition or in partnership with others is the
best way to demonstrate broad support to address an issue or demonstrate support for a
policy change. Our most powerful tool is our collective voice. Organizations that have
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demonstrated interest in traffic safety issues include local cycling and pedestrian groups;
PTAs; school nurse and crossing guard unions; neighborhood associations; and
teachers and teachers unions. These and other local partners will be allies in the work
ahead. Here is a sample coalition letter from the NYC effort to secure speed safety
cameras. (Note that it took several years to build this powerful coalition. Getting even a
few organizations signed on in support for smaller communities may be enough.)

● Know the political landscape: Who are the decision makers? What positions on
relevant issues have they taken in the past? Are there any groups or individuals likely to
oppose the position or policy proposal?

● Help develop legislation or regulations: In order to make change the chapter or its
representatives might have to become involved in drafting legislation or a regulation, or
commenting on a proposed draft. Find someone who is knowledgeable — a lawyer or
policy expert can help you analyze the emerging document and understand it and how it
will affect your objective.

● Determine what is non-negotiable: Compromise is part of making change happen. If
the chapter is seeking to have speed cameras installed, perhaps agreeing that they will
be installed around schools is a good first outcome. If the chapter is trying to lower a
speed limit, settling for 25 mph instead of 20 mph might be an acceptable outcome.

● Identify legislative targets: Identify legislators to sponsor the bill and to act as policy
champions. Elected representatives are important, but they are only the beginning.
There are the people elected representatives listen to: organized groups (think PTA or
neighborhood associations).

● Plan a campaign and develop key strategies: Most campaigns use a combination of
three activities: direct interaction with decision-makers and their influencers, indirect
contact through media and social media, and grassroots mobilization. What tactics will
you use to reach decision-makers? Are there relevant hearings planned? Do you want to
plan and schedule a legislative visiting day? Organize letters and phone calls from
voters? Create an online petition to build your base of support? A letter from a coalition,
with signatures from all members, demonstrates the breadth of support. Demonstrations
are another possibility, as are petitions — both of these tools mobilize your base and
show the decision-makers that your position has substantial support. Use the Midwest
Academy Strategy Chart (in the Resources section) to track progress.

● Prepare to communicate effectively: Start by developing a pitch, which should include:
an introduction; a statement of the problem; the proposed solution; the action you’re
requesting; and convey a sense of urgency. Include personal stories — the problem
statement will include the data, but when an advocate connects a story to the bigger
picture the story will resonate and help make the target ready to act. A pitch isn’t ready
until it includes an answer to the question, “What would you like me to do?” Always
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include an ask related to getting the action you want done: a vote, an amendment, a
signature. Practice the pitch so it comes quickly and fluidly.

● Engage the media: Media can be a helpful tool to raise the profile of the issue, recruit
new activities, and hold officials accountable for supporting your cause. Monitoring social
media can also help the chapter gauge how its message is being received. Approach
media coverage as you would any other aspect of your campaign — with strategy.

○ Respond: If a cyclist or pedestrian is killed or injured on a street the chapter is
working to improve, work with partners and elected officials to hold a press
conference to honor the individual and call for improvements.

○ Build: Some media coverage before a hearing or meeting can increase
momentum and make a target receptive. Make sure to put partners the target
cares about in front of the camera.

○ Persist: Even if you’re told no the first time (or dozen times) keep the story going:
well-placed media attention can let you reframe the issue in your terms and
illustrate the support for a cause. Steal the show with data and strong visuals.

○ Conflict: Conflict makes for good stories and appeals to reporters. While a
campaign should remain positive, you may have opportunities to reframe your
story as a David and Goliath story. Take it — that conflict may be enough to
engage the reporter.

○ Tell a story: Reporters will respond. They know their readers will, too.
○ Follow up: No one has to talk to the reporter when they call; ask about their

deadline and promise to call back before it. Take the time to prepare and
anticipate questions.

● Run the campaign: Make presentations to local elected and appointed officials and
other targets. If possible, bring supporters and members of the coalition. Including
representatives of a broad range of groups can demonstrate how broad community
support is. Have each person present mention the number of people they represent. WE
are more powerful than I.

Be assertive but respectful, and remember that getting the action the chapter has
identified may take more than one visit. Communicate your interests, but remember you
need to build a relationship, and trust, before anything will happen. Follow up with a
thank you repeating the ask. Include the ask in every visit and communication.

● Monitor and evaluate progress: Review the plan to make sure the chapter and its
partners have taken all planned actions. What was the outcome? What can you learn?
Reviewing progress at regular intervals will help hold the chapter and partners
accountable and reveal whether or not you are accomplishing your goals.

● Celebrate success and remain engaged: Successful advocacy campaigns take time,
and are rarely smooth. Celebrate small successes along the way, and thank supporters.
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Recognition of efforts will help maintain everyone’s commitment, even on the days when
it feels as if change will not be possible.

Resources:
■ Midwest Academy Strategy Chart
■ Advocacy Campaigns Checklist
■ Campaign planning documents from Alliance for Biking & Walking
■ Communications training — “Battle of the Story”
■ Traffic Injury Research Foundation report, “Road Safety Campaigns: What the Research

Tells Us”
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12. SUPPORT SERVICES/CREATING COMMUNITY

Just as working together as advocates strengthens our voices, coming together as a community
allows FSS members to support each other through the trauma and traumatic aftermath of a
crash and helps members feel less alone. Building community is a key part of the work because
it addresses the prong of FSS’ dual mission to support FSS members through the unimaginable.
Creating community and providing support also is crucial to making change.

FSS-National recognizes that sponsoring organizations do not often have the social work
background and expertise, so we provide these activities centrally. FSS support services are
modeled on those of other victim advocacy groups—such as MADD, Road Peace, and Harlem
Mothers Save—and offer a range of activities, including peer mentoring, support groups, a
speaker series, and logistical assistance with newly injured survivors and grieving families.

In addition to the formal support services, it is important that each chapter also creates a warm,
welcoming and supportive community locally. Though each person’s journey through grief or
physical pain is unique, our members have the unique ability to support and carry each other
through this process.

Finally, it is important to acknowledge the role that FSS’ member advocacy plays to channel
profound pain and rage many members feel into the work to prevent others from suffering.
Telling stories is a powerful, healing, therapeutic way to give remembrance.

CENTRALIZED FSS SUPPORT SERVICES

You do not have to support FSS members alone. We are here to help you. It can be hard for
small chapters or those just getting started to feel like they have enough members or sufficient
expertise to create a community of their own. Please rely on us.

We offer a range of services that are available to family members who have lost loved ones,
individuals who have suffered a serious injury in a crash, and caregivers of crash survivors –
whether there is an existing chapter in your community or not.

Initial Outreach

Our support services team will meet virtually with all new members and be that first point of
contact. Using a trauma-focused approach, we will provide emotional support, share information
about FSS, connect new members with our centralized support services, and introduce them to
the local chapter.
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Support Community Gatherings

FSS Support Community monthly meetings are an opportunity for individuals who have been
impacted by traffic violence to connect in a structured, supportive environment. Many sessions
include guest speakers who help to facilitate a healing modality and provide insight, relevant
information, or an experiential activity. We also leave time for discussion and resource sharing.
These gatherings are designed to offer support and guidance and to help participants manage
the pain and isolation that can occur after trauma and loss.

For a listing of our support community events, see our online calendar and share with new
members and potential referral sources.

Peer Mentoring

FSS Peer Mentoring provides bereaved family members, or those seriously injured and their
caregivers, with a connection to a trained, volunteer peer support mentor. Our FSS mentors are
all individuals who have been through similar experiences and are dedicated to helping others
survive these life-altering tragedies.

Interested in becoming and/or being assigned a peer mentor? Please fill out our peer mentoring
form.

Logistical Assistance

Our national online resource guide helps those personally impacted by traffic violence navigate
the logistics after a crash. We prepared this guide because our members wished they had the
information it contains when they experienced the unimaginable. As indicated in the guide,
every crash is unique, and every jurisdiction is unique. We can’t anticipate the myriad
circumstances any individual may face across the country. But the guide provides a high-level
overview, guides crash victims to key questions to ask, suggests resources to support them and
helps them negotiate the medical, legal, and other bureaucracies that can be confusing,
infuriating, and painful.

Communication Tools

FSS’s community hub using the Geneva platform encourages FSS members to support one
another, share resources, and learn from each other to make change in their communities.

Support Services Principles

Our support services follow these principles:

● Hope: Inspire and provide avenues to be hopeful
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● Opportunity: Facilitate the opportunity to make meaningful choices and find a path
forward

● Listening: Actively listen to members so they feel heard
● Support: Promote mutual support for each individual’s grief journey

BUILDING YOUR COMMUNITY

In addition to relying on our centralized support services, you will want to establish a locally
close-knit group. When starting a chapter, new chapter organizers can learn from our
experiences and access our abundant skills trainings, advocacy meetings, and communication
tools. We encourage you to take advantage of these supports as you launch your new chapter
or anytime.

We recommend beginning with small group gatherings, preferably in person when possible, to
get to know each other’s stories and establish a base of support. Many also value the
connections made with others who know this loss/trauma, even when the focus is not on
sharing grief and loss. A few community building ideas:

● Meet in person for a social gathering (e.g., a picnic, dinner, coffee meetings, etc.) – no
agenda but just an opportunity to connect

● Take meals to families and/or start a meal train to new members
● Encourage going together to related events (group rides, open streets events, etc.) to

encourage people to interact with each other outside of FSS activities

At this early stage, it’s also helpful to reach out to a few key resources in your community, such
as local organizations providing trauma support and listings of faith leaders. For some chapters,
finding a legislative or policy change to mobilize in support of can be a purposeful way to unite a
new chapter.

Recommended Guiding Principles

Research into trauma-informed community building efforts shows that recognizing the complex
and dynamic relationship between individuals and their environments can strengthen health and
well-being. As with all our trauma-informed work, safety, empowerment, and healing are key.
Organizing Engagement, a project of the Nellie Mae Organizational Foundation, suggests that
trauma can impair collaboration due to a lack of cohesion or trust; lack of stability, reliability, and
consistency; inability to envision the future; disempowerment; and a high level of personal
needs.

Learning trauma-informed strategies can help meet the needs and challenges in an FSS
community. Here are some guiding principles:

Individual: Provide low barriers to entry; opportunities for consistent, frequent interactions and
trust-building to build relationships; opportunities for self-determination, planning, a sense of
accomplishment, and joy. Chapter leaders can establish a monthly or bi-monthly meeting, meet
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with new members for coffee, and hold in-person gatherings like picnics to welcome new
members and build community.

Interpersonal: Create safe spaces for interactions and sharing with opportunities for shared
experience; integrate relaxation and mindfulness exercises and conflict management skills; and
build mutual accountability and reliance. Every FSS engagement should be a safe space for our
community.

Community: Frequent inclusive and consistent communication; cultivate formal and informal
leadership opportunities; encourage participation; provide visible activities that reflect the
community.

Systems: Ensure a high-capacity backbone institution to coordinate work – this can be part of
the role of the sponsoring organization. Build strategic service partnerships with
trauma-informed partners like social workers associated with your local trauma center or
mindfulness practitioners focused on trauma-informed practices; establish clear partnership
roles, responsibilities, and expectations.

Self-Care: Another important element is self-care: Starting a chapter is not easy, and fighting for
systemic change is hard and takes time. Step back and rest when necessary. Delegate so that
work doesn’t depend on just a few people.

Suggested Activities

We encourage you to use this list to create a foundation of support for your members:

● Guide your members to participate in our centralized support services described above.
● Establish in-person support community gatherings to supplement the virtual national

groups. If your chapter becomes large enough, you may want to consider specialized
groups for people who have lost a family member and people who have been injured, or
for those who have lost a child or parent.

● Create online support and connection. This can be synchronous, for example in a Zoom
meeting, or asynchronous, for example through a Facebook group.

● Ensure family members get the support:
○ Professional: Share this tip sheet to help members from a trauma-informed

therapist.
○ Family and friends: Encourage them to share this FSS tip sheet for how best

friends and family members can support crash victims and share our list of Grief
and Trauma Resources.

● Help family members navigate post-crash logistics. Offer to help members write a Victim
Impact Statement, or accompany them to court if there is a hearing.

● Where appropriate, help create restorative justice processes in your community
(described further below).

● Develop and provide links to mental health resources for your state or local area.
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● Here are a few resources to help you create a welcoming, trauma-informed community:
○ Relaxed breathing techniques
○ Grounding techniques to detach from emotional pain
○ Calming skills
○ Cultivating Resilience: Self Awareness Worksheet
○ A Blessing for the Journey poem of encouragement

Driver Accountability & Restorative Justice

As highlighted in the resource guide, most people who have lost a loved one or been injured are
eager to hold the driver accountable. However, this can be very challenging and the current
accountability options often feel insufficient. For many FSS members, they want meaningful
accountability – an apology, restitution over and above an insurance payment, actions that show
the driver is making amends such as compensation for funeral and burial expenses, publicly
speaking out in favor of policy solutions to save lives, and more.

We encourage you to work to create a restorative justice program in your community to
encourage meaningful accountability. Restorative justice has been called “a theory of justice that
focuses on people, relationships, and healing, rather than the crime or offense, punishment and
the law.” It incorporates the voices of people who have lost loved ones to traffic violence to
jointly identify concrete steps the driver will take to make amends.

FSS and TA have supported the Center for Justice Innovation’s Circles for Safe Streets program
to improve traffic safety and increase accountability.

13. CONCLUSION

The growth and success of the FSS movement depends on reaching those affected by traffic
violence and including them in strong and supportive FSS communities. Thank you for being an
essential part of this work by building and sustaining your FSS chapter.

We hope this manual is helpful to you as you put your hands and hearts into this work. While
this can be challenging, our strong community and the resources, tools, and guidance we
provide can help you expand your base of support and accomplish change you never thought
possible. Starting a chapter requires an investment of time and money from the sponsoring
organization, but FSS is something that funders want to support. You not only have the
opportunity to help prevent traffic deaths but to be a part of a growing national movement! Take
the plunge. Join us. We are here to support you!

We continuously update the manual so please share suggestions and resources if there’s
anything we missed!
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APPENDIX

TOOLKIT

We have developed sample letters, templates and resources to help you. All are located in our
Toolkit designed to supplement this chapter manual here in this “Toolkit” folder – and also
familiesforsafestreets.org/ChapterManualToolkit. You are able to download the documents and
edit them as you wish.

FSS Letters, Templates & Resources

Here’s a list of the templates and resources available for your to use (and all are referenced
above in the manual):

Outreach

● Outreach Spreadsheet: Template to track outreach to hospitals and other organizations
that come into contact with crash victims

● Outreach Presentation: Here are two samples you can modify and use from New York
City and San Francisco.

● Outreach Email Template: For outreach to community organizations.
● Outreach Letter: Sample you can use to personalize and send to crash victims/survivors

in your community.
● FSS Tri-Fold Brochure
● FSS Postcard: Sample postcard.

Emotional Support Resources
● Grief and Trauma Resources: Share our compiled list of books, podcasts, and other

resources with crash victims/survivors.

Governance & Meetings
● By-Law/Governance Guidelines: Sample NYC Governance guidelines.
● Agenda: Sample template to help you plan your FSS meetings.
● Memorandum of Understanding: Agreement language used to create an MOU with the

sponsoring organization required for starting a chapter.

Advocacy & Events
● Coalition letter: Sample letter to use as a guide to create your own for a specific

advocacy campaign.
● Event planning template to help you plan events.
● Advocacy Campaign checklist
● Press release template
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vbf_f29PiGGo2x0vpE0zRgs8sPfmGEdl2srQr7m2woc/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pKSFi5Rpbwov1ZSiKoGYHWcKrhwwLTnx/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vNJyW1gAcgTs5TT-3uaAOgpu7Uga0UZu5-qUOXmRXLA/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mSpXAwH75H2za4ujUDEHffQ0uzS6SgrC/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LGLA1rQQ36z2VQPbRjBoxuU_y2y71uZMFcSUO9v0U04/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1r-ChNjNt1qvQ9RtATwPQq3xA_HRIiWBHDBZnEkQdteI/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KF26A7skuTmhGzQR7xYa2p3FY3aDWbbpFIUCNSOCK6w/edit
mailto:info@familiesforsafestreets.org


● Vigils: Vigil planning checklist and sample run of show to help you plan your vigil.

Crash Signs
● Crash Signs: Template and detailed instructions to post at crash sites

Communications
● E-newsletter: Sample template with instructions on how to create your own and use to

send an e-newsletter to your chapter members.
●

Fundraising
● Donor Letter: Sample letter you can use.
● Peer-to-Peer Fundraising Guide: Instructions and delineates FSS-National supports.

FSS Key Online Resources

● Calendar: FSS-National calendar of support community events available online.
● Current Chapters: List with their websites/social media links.
● FSS Membership Form: Online form so that crash victims/survivors can receive updates

and be connected with members nationally.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Here are other resources available that are referenced in the manual as well:

These organizations are a good resource to obtain the most recent statistics on traffic injuries
and deaths:

● Traffic Violence Statistics on Deaths and Injuries
○ National Safety Council: Data
○ USDOT National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) data reports

and Fatality Analysis Reporting System.
○ Why NSC data is higher than NHTSA (counts past 30 days and includes private

roads)
○ World Health Organizations: Compiles comparative country data on roadways

safety.
○ Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD): Compiles

data on OECD member countries on roadway safety.
○ BRAKE Roadway Safety: Also analyzes data comparing countries.

● World Day of Remembrance: Has information on WDoR, a detailed Organizer’s Toolkit
and examples of past events all on the WDoR-USA website

● Fundraising:
○ How to approach a foundation
○ How to run an effective fundraising campaign (Classy.org)
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1iqKsiSshhnLaV40EjtMJZznoexdGFuTAMVndAQRlz1w/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1n7CEm-vYOsqEXv8Rsj7sKLUYGhHsWLMi90AMXasiKUw/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1q8-3G_RlCeBGaBLPmZltCZ1JtlAJod5lGvdtaO_7oMI/edit#slide=id.g15ec629ce76_0_21
https://docs.google.com/document/d/19U2B_R9rdQfS82ubZeCL4T1ictSA6K-DwsT7UCsDJ4E/edit#
https://sites.google.com/familiesforsafestreets.org/fss-newsletter-template?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Xf3H0RzNT0EbAUXClCtELMVhllN9h1D0_APaF38quxs/edit
https://meet.google.com/xqe-jdpc-zmc
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pHB8KBBZICE2WFWPqKu3XczfC63Tu8H57C-t_ENb0wg/edit
https://www.familiesforsafestreets.org/calendar
https://www.familiesforsafestreets.org/national
https://share.hsforms.com/1BDrIbd_pRFmho8i1vQ-dAQ5k5vq
https://www.nsc.org/road?_gl=1*i92x9b*_up*MQ..&gclid=CjwKCAjw6IiiBhAOEiwALNqncSQ20pzp-lTQAe558rap2FCapWjvJZcgj9hJNC6UW-GDOhrSoUMUxBoCFqQQAvD_BwE
https://injuryfacts.nsc.org/motor-vehicle/overview/introduction/
https://www.nhtsa.gov/data
https://www.nhtsa.gov/research-data/fatality-analysis-reporting-system-fars
https://injuryfacts.nsc.org/motor-vehicle/overview/comparison-of-nsc-and-nhtsa-estimates/
https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/road-traffic-injuries
https://www.oecd.org/publications/road-safety-annual-report-23124571.htm
https://www.oecd.org/publications/road-safety-annual-report-23124571.htm
https://www.brake.org.uk/get-involved/take-action/mybrake/knowledge-centre/global-road-safety
https://wdor-usa.org/
https://learning.candid.org/resources/knowledge-base/approaching-foundations/
https://www.classy.org/blog/8-surefire-ways-to-run-a-successful-fundraising-campaign/
mailto:info@familiesforsafestreets.org


○ How to organize a 5K race
○ Google ad grants

● Speed survey: Instructions and more to conduct a speed survey in your community.
● Advocacy:

○ Your City, Your Voice trainings (see Sample training slides for campaign planning
here)

○ Advocacy Incubator’s Advocacy Action Guide: A Toolkit for Strategic Policy
Advocacy Campaigns are good resources

○ Midwest Academy Strategy Chart
○ Advocacy Campaigns Checklist
○ Data captures for members/activists
○ Vision Zero Network
○ DOT Safe Systems approach
○ League of American Cyclists
○ Action Vision Zero
○ Campaign planning documents from Alliance for Biking & Walking
○ Communications training — “Battle of the Story”
○ Traffic Injury Research Foundation report, “Road Safety Campaigns: What the

Research Tells Us”
○ NIH: ineffectiveness of education
○ Ineffectiveness of traffic stops

● Governance: Sources of governance guidance to consider: Robert’s Rules of Order to
run meetings. Other chapters find Robert’s Rules too formal. Another source to consider
is Martha’s Rules, a less formal, agenda-focused approach to planning meetings. The
New York City chapter has developed its own way of proceeding — see the link to the
NYC chapter bylaws in the next section. In the New York City chapter, we recently
updated our leadership structure and governance guidelines. You can find a copy here.

● Support Community Resources:
○ Relaxed breathing techniques
○ Grounding techniques to detach from emotional pain
○ Calming skills
○ Cultivating Resilience: Self Awareness Worksheet
○ A Blessing for the Journey poem of encouragement
○ Circles for Safe Streets Restorative Justice program

How to Download Documents to Edit

All of the sample letters and templates in the Toolkit are available to download and edit as you
wish. To do so, go to this folder (or find the link above), open the document to the item you wish
to download. In the file menu, select download and your preferred format such as Microsoft
Word. See image below.
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https://www.raceentry.com/how-to-organize-a-5k
https://www.google.com/grants/
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5cab9d9b65a707a9b36f4b6c/t/5f075c67a3a15f75bc76d76d/1594317928087/Speeding_Toolkit.pdf
https://www.transalt.org/your-city-your-voice
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Lq3bvuADTrx5XocKlHxxHtwkmvjOm7Zo/edit?rtpof=true
https://dfweawn6ylvgz.cloudfront.net/uploads/2019/01/Final-Advocacy-Action-Guide.pdf
https://dfweawn6ylvgz.cloudfront.net/uploads/2019/01/Final-Advocacy-Action-Guide.pdf
https://mn.gov/mnddc/pipm/curriculumchangechart.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1r-ChNjNt1qvQ9RtATwPQq3xA_HRIiWBHDBZnEkQdteI/edit
https://visionzeronetwork.org/
https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/zerodeaths/docs/FHWA_SafeSystem_Brochure_V9_508_200717.pdf
https://bikeleague.org
https://actionvisionzero.org
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1b_tUKWkW5CH_xipd7IHsM4RZzpgz5ZYP
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1b_tUKWkW5CH_xipd7IHsM4RZzpgz5ZYP
https://tirf.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/2015_RoadSafetyCampaigns_Report_2.pdf
https://tirf.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/2015_RoadSafetyCampaigns_Report_2.pdf
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8142340/
https://journals.lww.com/jtrauma/Abstract/2021/07000/Traffic_stops_do_not_prevent_traffic_deaths.21.aspx
https://leadingwell.org/2021/11/17/ready-to-kick-robert-off-your-board/
http://www.robertsrules.org
https://2917dbb3-64ed-41ad-a761-74ecc505ac66.filesusr.com/ugd/b03e13_4c6c1fc03f0b4f268c35dce696947c07.pdf?index=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vbf_f29PiGGo2x0vpE0zRgs8sPfmGEdl2srQr7m2woc/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10RBvaF2PejD5TgFIgMawVNq7KdSCc79T/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1w5zf5Nt24e-atkBimpg6bJYjSht8im26/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zxL9jUZJsdeeZtVgITj2J2ZWZtQYXvu0/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1biRQrRSOkZMCUXQC2R22kLAABiXI0ocW4GBM8dFx18o/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pUBbJdCz3J7WGeTbLYej6Tlz8BDnqKEg
https://www.innovatingjustice.org/publications/circles-safe-streets-driver-accountability-through-restorative-justice#:~:text=Circles%20for%20Safe%20Streets%3A%20Driver%20Accountability%20Through%20Restorative%20Justice,-Publication&text=Circles%20for%20Safe%20Streets%2C%20a,in%20serious%20injury%20or%20death.
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1a9lvzkmFIsSa_IUktSzcrCMlKr_KLpXv
mailto:info@familiesforsafestreets.org


FSS STORIES

Some of our members have shared their stories so that you can understand the urgency of
having faith leaders join the movement for safer streets. You are welcome to share any of their
painful experiences in your Sermon for Safe Streets. We hope their testimonies will inspire you
and your congregants to join with us and raise awareness about this preventable public health
crisis. Additional stories are interspersed throughout this guide.

Revised 8/23/23
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